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JAYSHREE CHEMICALS LIMITED ffi 
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FIRM 

13% June, 2023 

BSE Ltd. 
Phiroze Jeejeebhoy Towers 

Dalal Street 
Mumbai — 400001 

SCRIP CODE: 506520 

Subject: Requlation 39(3) of SEBI (Listing Obligations and Disclosure Requirements) Regulations 

2015- Loss/Misplacement of Share Certificate(s) 

Dear Sir, 

Pursuant to Regulation 39(3) of SEBI (Listing Obligations and Disclosure Requirements) Regulations 
2015, we hereby inform you that we have received request for transmission cum duplicate issue from 

claimants/legal heirs of the Shareholder Mr. Yedatore Viswanath Chandrasekharaiah (Deceased) who 
has shares in the Company. 

The relevant details of the Lost/Misplaced Share Certificate(s) are as follows: - 

Folio No. Name of the | No of Shares Certificate Distinctive Nos Date of 
Shareholder No. From To Communication 

C0003 Mr. Yedatore 100 571 510901 | 511000 12/06/2023 
Viswanath 
Chandrasekharaiah 

Note: The above shares have already been transferred to IEPF Authority in the year 2017 in compliance 
with the Companies Act 2013 and rules made thereunder. 

Please note that Duplicate Issue/Transmission/IEPF claim shall be processed upon compliance with the 
requisite procedure/formalities. 

A copy of the request mail is enclosed hereunder for reference. 

Please take the above on record. 

Thanking you 

Yours faithfully, 
For Jayshree Chemicals Limited 

Akash Ghuwalewala 
Compliance Officer & Company Secretary 

Encl: As stated.



Akash 

From: BILST <bjlst7@gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, June 12, 2023 9:48 AM 

To: nichetechpl@nichetechpl.com; jcl@jayshreechemicals.com 

Attachments: Y V Chandrashekariah Death Certificate jpg; Chandrasekhara Venkamma Death 

Certificate jpg; Death_Certificate_Nagaraja_M (1).pdf; Y V Jaya Death Certificate jpeg; 

Pan card Anupama NR.pdf; Pan Card Sreenath Nagaraja.pdf; Pan Card Nagaraja 

Manohar.pdf; Cancelled Cheque Leaf.pdf; Pan Card N R Uma.pdf; Sreenath Nagaraja 

Aadhar Card & Voter Id card.pdf; Aadhar Card & Voter Id N R Uma.pdf; NR 

Anupama Aadhar card & voter id card.pdf; Aadhar Card & Voter Id Nagaraja 

Manohar.pdf; jayshree chemical ltd.pdf 

Unit: Jayshree Chemicals Ltd 
Folio No.C/3 

Dear Sir, 

With due respect, | want to inform you that in the above mentioned folio after the death of the shareholder Shri.Y 

V Chandrashekaraiah { Our Grandfather) & his wife the legal heir Smt . Chandrashekara Venkammma 

{ Grandmother) ( Death Certificate enclosed), our parents Shri, Nagaraja M & Smt.Y V Jaya ALIAS Y V Jayalakshmi 

who were the legal heirs also expired {Death Certificate enclosed) 

we are the remaining four legal heir { Nagaraja Manohar/NR Uma/ NR Anupama/ Sreenath Nagaraja) who are 

claiming these shares in our name. | am enclosing the copy of the pan card & Aadhar Card of all the legal heirs for 

your kind persual. 

I am also enclosing the copy of the share Certificate/dividend warrant for your kind reference. 

1 kindly request you to kindly provide me the current holding in this folio no, whether any bonus shares/split 

shares /merger/demerger has happened. Kindly provide me the details of the share certificate ( Cert No, Dist No, 

No of shares ) along with face value . In case shares are misplaced, we will fulfill the duplicate cum transmission 

procedure from our end. 

Once the details are provided, thereafter, we will send you the { ISR-1, ISR-2, Form SH-13/ISR-3 & ISR-4) along with 

Form ISR-5, Affidavit & Indemnity Bond for Transmission of shares in our name. 

Also clarify that whether Form ISR-5 has to be submitted separately by all the applicants or in one Form ISR-5 all the 

applicants name could be submitted ( Kindly Specify the same) 

Kindly note we are opening the demat account in all the 4 names. & our Bank account is already opened in 4 names 

Now, as per the SEBI guidelines the shares which are below 5 lakh the same can be claimed by providing the Family 

tree Certificate/Legal heir certificate, we will arrange for the same 

In case, if these shares are transferred in IEPF account, then | request you to kindly provide us the details of the 

shares & dividends which have been transferred in IEPF along with the procedure to get the Entitlement letter to 

claim these shares from our end. 

In case, if you require physical letter also in this regard, kindly intimate the same to us, so we can provide you the 

same. 

Kindly do the needful & oblige with the same. 

Thanking You



Yours Sincerely 

Nagraja Manohar
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